Features at a Glance

- 4.3 in. widescreen LCD
- 2x - 14x magnification
- Lightweight design - 7.7 oz.
- Fast reading speed without blur
- 5 high-contrast video color modes
- Built-in, LED lighting
- Easy flip-out handle
- Freeze Frame
- Internal memory to store up to 15 images
- 2-hour in-use battery life
- Uses rechargeable or disposable AAA batteries

Crisp and Clear Magnification Wherever and Whenever You Need It

For the many people who need help reading text and seeing details because of low vision, traditional magnifying glasses work only up to a point. The RUBY takes handheld magnification to the next level and beyond.

The RUBY’s full color, high brightness video screen makes it outstanding for magnifying bills, mail, receipts, and checks. It easily slips into a pocket or purse as the perfect traveling companion for visiting the grocery store, pharmacy, bank, library, restaurant, or anywhere else. And it’s quick and easy to operate, with bright, colorful push buttons.

Lay the RUBY flat on a surface, or unfold the handle and use it like a standard magnifying glass and see everything with enhanced contrast and NO DISTORTION. Read as fast as you want. The screen image stays crisp and clear, even when rapidly moving the RUBY across lines of text – no motion blur.

Change the text and background color combinations to suit your most comfortable reading. The RUBY features full color mode and four enhanced contrast modes for reading.

Learn more online at www.FreedomScientific.com
Magnification:
- 2x to 14x with handle extended
- 5x, 7.5x, and 10x with handle folded

Color Contrast Modes:
- Full Color, White on Black, Black on White, Yellow on Blue, Yellow on Black

Battery:
- 4 AAA rechargeable batteries
- 2 hours continuous use
- 2-hour charge time
  (Also works with disposable batteries)

Display:
- 4.3 in. (10.9 cm.) widescreen LCD
- 16:9 aspect ratio

Dimensions:
- 4.9 in. x 2.9 in. x 1.35 in.
  (12.5 cm. x 7.5 cm. x 3.4 cm.)

Weight:
- 7.7 oz. (218 g.)

Package Also Includes:
- Carrying case
- Charger
- Wrist Strap

Designed & Assembled in the USA

Visit us online at www.FreedomScientific.com to learn more about these and other innovative products from Freedom Scientific that make living with low vision easier.

Call to Learn More
800-444-4443

www.FreedomScientific.com
Freedom Scientific is the world’s leading manufacturer of assistive technology products for those who are low vision or blind.

Features a convenient flip-away handle
Lies flat for reading documents

PEARL®
Portable Reading System for instant audible access to printed materials

MAGic®
HD Screen Magnification Software with built-in screen reading features

TOPAZ XL HD®
Desktop Video Magnifier with true HD and the widest available viewing area
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